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Nagual
A piece of physical theater, with an aerial structure and 2 trapezes.
Nagual proposes a mysterious journey into the world of the druids, where a body in
transformation speaks to us of the strength and fragility of nature. With a personal dance full
of symbolism, rebirth is celebrated as a call to choose all togethervthe seeds to sow.
An individual, multidisciplinary, poetic and provocative show, where the emphasis is on the
meeting between the actor, the space, the audience and the power of the wind, which makes
everything move.

The artist
Adriano Cangemi
Trapezist / Dancer / Pilgrim
He was born in Tucuman, Argentina.
He began his physical training from childhood,
as a gymnast.
After completing his university studies in
communication, from 2006 to 2009 he traveled
through different countries of South America, and
through juggling he discovered the life of the circus.
In 2009 Adriano began training at La Escuela de
Circo Criollo ( Arg), where he specialized in fixed
and swinging trapeze, until 2011.
Between 2012 and 2014, he toured in various
traditional circus projects: Circo Atlas, Arlequin
and Palace de Monaco.
In 2015, Adirano moved to Europe.
From 2016 to 2018 he completed the Master in
Physical Theater at the Accademia Teatro Dimitri,
in Versio, Switzerland. Nagual is the result of this
process.
In 2017, he participated in an intensive 4-month
Jinen-Butoh process, guided by teacher Atsushi
Takenuchi (jp).
From 2018 to 2020, Adriano produces himself
and organizes an international tour in Europe and
Latin America.
In 2019 he moved to Toulouse, in the south west of
France.

Technical needs

Adaptable for public spaces, circus tents and theaters.
Minimum space required: 6 x 6 m, height 6 m.
Ideal space: 10 x 10 m, height 8 m.
Scenic disposition: circular or semi-circular.
Flat land, or without much slope.
We have two carbon fiber and aluminum structures, this
which allows us to adapt to different spaces.
One is a freestanding tripod, and the other is a Portique with 6
ground anchor points.

Plans of the 2 structures
Tripod
Self-supporting structure, without anchor
points.

6m

Total dimension, with integrated audience:
8x8 m, height 6 m.
Autonomous installation of the structure.
Assembly time: 30 min
Disassembly time: 30 min.

6 meters in diameter
of space scenic
8 meters in total diameter
(with the audience)

8m

Portique for the Swinging Trapeze
The structure requires 6 solid anchoring points
on the ground. Another solution would
consist of securing it on 6 least 500 kg
each.

7m

Total dimension, with the integrated audience:
10 x 10 m, height 8 m.
The installation of the structure with requires
the help of 3 people.
Assembly time: 60 min.
Disassembly time: 60 min.

10m

10 meters in total diameter
(with the audience)
10m

About us
Our quest is part of a need to express through authentic
language, to investigate the anatomical, visual and
rhythmic possibilities of the body, and to give to the
spectators a strong visual impact with a message of
hope and awareness.
Nagual is an universal spectacle, without words, for all
audiences.
Duration 30 or 45 minutes.
It is possible to do a maximum of 3 shows per day.
The show is adaptable to outdoor spaces, circus tents and
theaters.
We bring all the necessary equipment for the show.
But we only need a point of electricity in 220 V.16 A. to supply our sound and lighting system.
Otherwise, if it is not possible for you to provide this
source, please let us know in advance because we
can possibly operate the whole sound and light
system on autonomous battery.
In the event that the performance takes place at
night, we have all the light equipment.
It is very important for us to be able to park our
vehicle as close as possible to ours stage space
for easy loading and unloading our material.

The contract
The price will be fixed according to the structure chosen (portique
or tripod), the number of performances as well as the period of the
year where the show will be booked.
The prices will be deductive if you opt for several consecutive
days of representation.
A french association takes care of the administration of our
presentations and performances. They You will contact
to sign the contract lorsque our participation in the
festival or the event will be confirmed.
The price of the show is displayed without charges. It
is your responsibility to take care of all meals, hotel
room as well as all road costs from vehicle calculated
from our city of residence, In Toulouse.
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